
Orangutan’s Core Bingo: (w/c 01/06/20) 

Maths English 

Ask an adult to write number sentences 

for you (multiplication and division). 

Write a word problem to go with each 

one.  
E.g. 6 x 3  

There were 3 egg boxes. Each box contained 6 

eggs. How many eggs were there altogether? 

      12 ÷ 4  

There were 4 children at the park. They had a bag 

of 12 sweets to share. How many sweets did they 

get each?  

EXT: Solve them! 

Watch Chapter 14 of Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory (read by Mrs Williams) on 

Purple Mash. 

 

As Willy Wonka opens the gates and meets 

the Golden Ticket winners, what do you think 

his first impressions were of his visitors? 

Infer Mr Wonka’s thoughts and feelings 

about Veruca Salt, Violet Beauregarde, Mike 

Teevee, Augustus Gloop and Charlie Bucket. 

Choose a 2/3 digit number.  

How many different ways can you make 

that number?  

Can you find a way that uses all four 

operations (addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division)? 

Complete: 

 

 

 

 

Write more examples of sentences with 

commas in lists. Can you find any examples in 

your reading books? 

Watch the video clip about reading scales: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zk8jxnb 

 

Look at items around your house that 

have scales. E.g. measuring jugs in the 

kitchen, a tape measure, etc.  

What units of measurement do they 

show? 

*History Link 

Use your notes from your research about a 

famous person in African History. Write a 

biography about their life.  
Remember to… 

-summarise the main events in their life 

-write in the past tense 

-use 3rd person pronouns (e.g. he, she, they, it) 

-write in paragraph 

Use a ruler or a tape measure.  

Measure 5 different items from around 

your home and record their length using 

the correct units (e.g.cm/m).  

 

EXT: Put them in order from shortest to 

longest.  

Online Classroom Lesson (1) 

Focus: ‘Features of a setting description’ 
Year 2: https://www.thenational.academy/year-

2/english/to-identify-the-features-of-a-setting-description-

year-2-wk3-3 

Year3: https://www.thenational.academy/year-

3/english/setting-description-identifying-the-features-of-a-

text-year-3-wk2-3  

Investigation 

 

Online Classroom Lesson (2) 

Focus: ‘Setting description’ 
Year 2: https://www.thenational.academy/year-

2/english/to-write-a-setting-description-year-2-wk3-5 

Year 3: https://www.thenational.academy/year-

3/english/setting-description-write-a-setting-description-

year-3-wk2-5 
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